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One year on from our newly formed Centre, I present to you on second Annual report and our first 
under being incorporated. 

We have made considerable progress in the twelve months: 

• We employed our first administrator under contract with the appointment of Lee Parlane; 
• We also employed on another contract a competitions person in Karen Rollo; 
• We ran official AWP Competitions at Senior, Under 18, Under 16 and Under 14 level in both 

genders; 
• We have merged our finances into one account plus kept our Travel Fund as a separate 

entity with its own trustees; 
• We have started to develop subcommittees in certain areas such as ‘competitions’ ‘referee 

development‘ ‘constitutional and organisational matters’ and these are evolving; these will 
then streamline meetings and make recommendations to the full centre; 

• We have started the process of developing a Strategic Plan under the leadership of Matt 
Fenton; 

• We developed a new website in 2018 and has contracted a person to maintain and update it 
for 2019. 

 

The numbers playing club water polo in Auckland continue to grow which creates additional 
pressure on pool space, competition space, resources in referees and coaches. The numbers playing 
Flippa Ball and school water polo are also at a growth level adding to this pressure. It is pleasing to 
see the re-introduction of Flippa Ball in West Auckland based at Te Atatu which will see numbers 
playing for Waitakere Club increase. There is an extreme shortage of qualified referees in Auckland 
and indeed the country Incentives such as a greater reimbursement don’t seem to be working and of 
course also add to the costs of entry fees.  The development of the referees subcommittee has been 
designed to address this issue as well as provide referees for the competitions. All clubs must 
support them in their work and not operate in isolation 

NZ Water Polo has asked AWP to become more involved with College Sport Competitions in the 
Central Auckland area which involves 4 pools. This will develop more in Term 4 of 2019 with the Year 
9/10 competition in providing referees and support to College Sport. The College Sport competition 
is the biggest and most intense of all competitions. Supporting this will only enhance AWP. College 
Sport will continue to do the entries, set the competition rules, do the draws but they need AWP 
help to provide referees, guidelines for playing rules and assistance in the technical matters. 

The running of own senior competition and all competitions post high school needs serious thought 
to planning and organisation. Clubs need to support this as there needs to be more opportunities for 
these competitions post high school. This is resting now with the competition subcommittee who 
have met 2-3 times to set common rules and guidelines around the competitions which should see 
improvements from the 2019 Under 18 onwards. Clubs need to cooperate more to make these run 
more smoothly. 



Finances have been another area of concern as we have tended to neglect this area. Whilst we are in 
reasonable shape, we have work to do in order to get higher income that will allow the Centre to 
employ persons on contract to help deliver in key areas of development, competitions and 
organisational structure. It is obvious that the current $10 registration fee is inadequate to fund this 
and we must give serious thought tonight to setting a higher levy for the incoming year plus the 
possibility of increasing competition entry fees to generate more income. 

The Centre meetings need to be more streamlined, thought given to a more executive style 
committee group plus more work done at subcommittee level with recommendations to be enacted. 

I believe we have made a lot of progress in the past year and there is much promising work to be 
continued as we strive towards a united, organised regional body to deliver the sport of Water Polo 
for the Auckland Region. 
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